
 Y Also known as Har HaZikaron (the Mountain of Remembrance).

 Y It is named for Theodor Herzl, the founder of modern political Zionism.

 Y Serves as Israel’s national cemetery since 1951, following a government decision to establish a cemetery 
for Israeli leaders and fallen soldiers.

 Y Four of Israel’s prime ministers are buried there, including Levi Eshkol, Golda Meir, Yitzchak Shamir, and 
Yitzchak Rabin.

 Y Mt. Herzl is the venue for many commemorative events and national celebrations.

Article about Michael Levin, a lone soldier who was killed in the 2006 Lebenon War (from 
the Jerusalem Post)

Basic facts about Mount Herzl

“Today on Tisha Be’av here in Jerusalem, the place where our hearts have been breaking throughout Jewish history, they are 
breaking once again,” Rabbi Allen Silverstein said Thursday, speaking to the hundreds of mourners who packed the Mount 
Herzl military cemetery Thursday evening to honor St-Sgt. Michael Levin.

Levin, 21, was one of three soldiers killed Tuesday in clashes with Hizbullah in the southern Lebanese village of Aita al-
Shaab. An immigrant from the United States, he had been living in Israel for the last three years.

Silverstein, Levin’s uncle, pointed out that his nephew was named for a relative who also fought bravely on behalf of his coun-
try, a decorated World War II veteran. Levin also had another link to the war, as his grandfather was a Holocaust survivor.

“We will all miss Michael,” he said. “But we will continue to be inspired by his passion and his love of Israel.”

That sentiment was reflected in the large crowd, mourners who endured a broiling sun despite fasting in honor of the holiday. 
Hundreds of American and Israeli friends, family from the United States and fellow soldiers from his paratroopers battalion 
came to pay Levin their final respects.

Among those present were his parents and two sisters, one older and one his twin, who arrived in Israel earlier on Thursday.

Those who knew Levin through the army praised his family. Tzviki Levi, who works with lone soldiers, said emotionally, “A 
Jewish family who lives on the other side of the sea, [whose son’s life] ends as a soldier and a bearer of the red beret ... I will 
never, never forget you.”

Another soldier, who was fighting alongside Levin at the time of his death, told his blood relatives that their unit will “always 
[be] Michael’s family, and you are, forever, one of us.”

As the sun began to fade, a second member of Levin’s battalion ended his remarks with a final word to his fallen comrade: “In 
the end, all that is left is the light - the light that is as bright as the sun, and the happiness that you brought to everyone with 
its rays. All of this will stay in our hearts forever, and will help us to carry on. Thank you, Mike, for being who you were.”

New England Patriots Chairman and CEO Robert Kraft sent a personal letter to the family of slain Israel Defense 
Force soldier Max Steinberg. Steinberg grew up in California and moved to Israel to serve in the army after 
participating in a Birthright Israel trip. The letter was first posted by Jared Sichel of the Jewish Journal.

Letter from Robert Kraft to the family of Max Steinberg

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Steinberg,

It is with a heavy heart that I write to you after having learned about your dear son and distinguished member of the Israel 



SUMMER

Defense Forces, Max. Although I didn’t have the privilege of knowing your son Max personally, I have taken the liberty of 
reaching out to you since I noticed him wearing a New England Patriots cap in one of the broadcasted photos. He represents 
the consummate patriot and I am forever grateful for the sacrifices he made to keep our beloved Israel safe. His dedication 
and loyalty to Israel have not gone unnoticed and I am sure he has left behind a legacy of which you and your family can be 
proud.

On behalf of the entire New England Patriots team, please accept our most sincere condolences as we are all profoundly 
saddened by his untimely passing.

Sincerely,

Robert K. Kraft.

(Left) Handwritten note 
accompanying the above letter by 
Robert Kraft. 

The note says “We are all 
Patriots,” and “With love of our 
tradition and the people of Eretz 
Yisrael (the land of Israel).”

Quote from Theodor Herzl (Israeli Prime minister buried on Mt. Herzl)

Quote from Golda Meir (Israeli Prime minister buried on Mt. Herzl)

Quote from Levi Eshkol (Israeli Prime minister buried on Mt. Herzl)

It is true that we aspire to our ancient land. But what we want in that ancient land is a new blossoming of the Jewish spirit.

We have always said that in our war with the Arabs we had a secret weapon - no alternative.

Ours is a country built more on people than on territory. The Jews will come from everywhere: from France, from Russia, 
from America, from Yemen… Their faith is their passport.


